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Thanks to Mustang Moore for hauling back two big pieces of steel from New Mexico so
we could make our two new rifle targets for stage three. We have them suspended from
chains and they sound really good! Thanks also to Strongbox Bill for help in digging
postholes and hanging those heavy suckers. (I dropped one on my toe!)
We had a great day to shoot and took advantage of it. We had a little storm come
through about 6:30 P.M. but had no damage to the range. Due to the spring rains we have
had some damage to the road coming in, but if the weather holds up next week it should be
back up in shape soon. It is not bad but it could be better as those who came to shoot can
attest.
Thanks to Arkansas Drifter and others who helped set-up and clean-up prior to and
following the shoot. Arnetta’s sloppy Joes were great, especially as it was a little cool
outside.
Remember we are not having our regular Fun Fifth shoot in May as it conflicts with the
Arkansas State Championship this year. Maybe we can make it up with a two-day shoot
later.
We had two visitors, Nichols Creek Ranger AKA Bruce Glover who is in the Army and
stopped by to shoot with us in between duty station assignments, with his wife Donna. We
hope to see you back when you can make it. He has been shooting with the Short Grass
Rangers out in OK.
Congratulations on Clean stages: Blackjack Bart, Mustang Moore, Short Tree, Red River
Ralph, Just Enuff Jean 1; Sweetwater Sue, Missouri Plowboy, Lefty Ed, Ozark Red,
Lightfinger Louie, Riley Roy, Strongbox Bill, Tombstone Shadow, Black Jack Rodes, 2;
Arkansas Drifter, 3; Mo Brian, Wild Big Bill, Des Ark, 4; Ozark Outlaw, 5.
Several from Outlaw Camp attended the Texas State shoot at Oakwood Outlaws. Ozark
Red and I along with Mustang Moore and Arkansas Drifter had a good time. Ask Mustang
how he likes the Golden Statesman category.
Well the Arkansas State shoot will be here before you know it and if you haven’t got your
entry in I encourage you to do so. Also remember the special Fourth of July shoot at MVV,
they were going to limit it to seventy five shooters and it may well already be full, check if
you are interested.
Remember the basic safety rule………….

KEEP ‘EM POINTED DOWNRANGE!

OZARK OUTLAW

Upcoming Events of Interest
Sat. May 17
Sun. May 25
Thu. May 29

Long Range Rifle “MVV” reg. 9:30 shoot 10:00
“True Grit” shooter mtg. 9:45 shoot10:00
RO1 class 8:00; RO2 class 1:00 at “True Grit”. Call Ozark Outlaw
at 501-362-2963 if interested.
May 29 –June 1 Arkansas State Championship hosted by True Grit.
Sat. Jun. 7
“MVV” shooter mtg. 9:45 shoot 10:00
Sun. Jun. 8
“MVV” shoot 9:00
Sat. Jun. 14
“Outlaw Camp” Shooter mtg. 9:45 Shoot 10:00
Sat. Jun. 21
Long Range Rifle “MVV”
Sun. Jun. 22
“True Grit”
Jul. 4-5
“MVV”
Sat. Jul. 12
“Outlaw Camp”

